
 

 

Flying in the cabin with emotional support / psychiatric service dog – 
requirements 

 

• Travel and personal information 
 

o Name:  
o Address: 
o E-mail: 
o Booking reservation: 
o Travel dates: 
o Departure flight number: 
o Return flight number: 

 

• Corsair may allow a passenger to fly with its emotional support/psychiatric service 
dog in the cabin without charges, if the following conditions are respected:  

 
 

o The passenger has to make the request at least 48h (open days) before the flight 
by sending this form and all documents required to the following contact: 
particularite.client@corsair.fr  

 
o  The passenger travels on a flight operated by Corsair, from /or to the United 

States, correspondences included. 
 

o The passenger has a medical or mental health professional certificate, dated less 
than a year, issued by a licensed mental health professional and which contains 
the following information: 
    - the passenger presents a medical or mental disability recognized by the 
‘Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders’ 
    - the passenger needs the assistance of its dog in order to travel or to realize an 
activity at destination 
   - the type and date of the license of the mental health professional who 
delivered the certificate and the country where it was delivered 
   - the contact details of the licensed mental health professional who delivered 
the certificate (for verification purposes) 

 
o The dog mustn’t be prohibited on Corsair’s flights (see more information here 

https://www.corsair.fr/flight/services/flight-book/before-leaving/travelling-with-
a-pet2 ) 

 
o Emotional support/psychiatric service dog must be trained to behave properly in 

public and to respect its owner’s orders. The dog won’t be permitted in the cabin 
if it displays any form of disruptive behavior that can’t be successfully corrected 
or controlled.  
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• WARNING 
 

- The passenger who travel with an emotional support/psychiatric dog in cabin is 
responsible for this dog during all the time of the flight. The passenger is also 
responsible for the respect of all formalities required by the destination and transit 
countries.  

- During the flight, the dog must in passenger’s control and attached to the seat by 
leash and / or harness. The dog must stay under the seat and won’t be allowed to 
walk throughout the alleys. It mustn’t hinder other passengers’ spaces and 
emergency exits.  

- Small dogs can be authorized to seat in passenger’s lap. 
- Only 1 emotional/psychiatric service dog per person is allowed. The passengers who 

travel in cabin with several dogs shall be separated for safety reasons.  
 
 

• Required documentation to provide at least 48h (open days) before departure 
 
- The present form, dated and signed 
- A copy of the passenger’s medical or mental health professional certificate 
- A copy of the dog’s health book or passport (indicating its breed, size and weight) 
- A copy of a veterinary health form dated less than 5 days before flight date. If the 

travel lasts more than 15 days, the form must be issued by a veterinary in the 
destination country 

- A copy of the rabies vaccination certificate, dated more than 1 month and less than 1 
year 

- An identification marking or electronic identification chip certificate 
- For 8 hours flights and more: a document issued by a veterinary that certificates that 

the dog can stay clean during at least 8 hours / or the list of the means that the 
passenger will bring in cabin to avoid sanitary trouble (medicines, diapers...) 

- The discharge for the carriage of a living animal, to download and fill :  
https://az732764.vo.msecnd.net/mediatheque/Transport_d_un_animal.pdf 

 
 
All the documentation must be sent in pdf format to: particularite.client@corsair.fr  
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The dog’s cabin access will be conditioned by a visual check at the airport.  
 
The dog may be refused in cabin if the live animals quota in cabin is exceeded.  
 
Any abuse of travel with emotional /psychiatric support service dog can lead to dog’s 
cabin access denied.  
 
If the dog doesn’t fit in the cabin, Corsair will allow the transport of the dog in hold 
free of charge, provided that the passenger has an adapted cage. 
 
The passenger must be able to present the present form and the documentation 
required to any staff member during the flight.  
 
 

 

 
 

I undersigned ……………………………………., declares and guarantees: 
- Being aware of and having accepted the conditions required to transport my dog in 

cabin; 
- Having a medical or mental health professional certificate issued by a licensed 

professional and indicating that I need the support of my dog in order to travel or at 
my destination; 

- That my dog isn’t one of the prohibited dogs by Corsair on its flights; 
- That my dog is an emotional/psychiatric support service dog and that It is trained to 

behave in public; 
- That my dog can fit under my seat; 
- That my dog can stay clean during a flight of more 8 hours or that I have the means 

to avoid any sanitary trouble.  
 
I acknowledge and accept the conditions above, under penalty of my dog’s denied access in 
cabin.  
 
Date:  
 
Signature:   
 
 
 


